
Understanding VOR Navigation
Though GPS systems have begun to replace it in general aviation use, Very High Frequency Omnidirectional Range (you can see 

why they gave it an acronym) technology remains one of the most dependable and widely used navigation options in the skies to-
day. The problem is, VOR technology is understood much less than it is used; researched far less than it is employed. This guide is not 
meant to be comprehensive, but merely serve as a simplified overview designed for those unfamiliar with the system. 

First, a little background.

Existing all around the world are thousands of land-based VOR stations. 
These buildings send out two forms of radio signals to planes: 

1: A constant, omnidirectional pulse.
2: A rotating signal that goes around a 360-degree radial some 30 times 
per second. It follows after the first signal and gets to each degree 
point on the radial at a given, constant time. 

Why are these two signals important? They provide all the information 
necessary for an airplane’s VOR receiver to calculate its heading relative to 
the station. 

Picture a table in your head with 360 rows: one for every degree on a 
radial. (001, 002... 359, 360.) The second VOR radio signal (depicted as a thick 
black line at right) is sent out towards each of these degrees at a given time 
for each one. For example, a signal for degree 001 might be emitted at .0001 
seconds after the omnidirectional pulse; a signal for degree 002 might be 
emitted .0002 seconds after, and so on. That imaginary table, then, states a 
unique period between pulses for all of the 360 degrees.

All of this means that calculating a plane’s location relative to the VOR 
station is as simple as “translating” the duration between the first pulse and 
the second to the heading that matches that duration. That’s exactly what 
the VOR receiver on the plane does. (To use the above example: if the plane 
received the rotating signal .0002 seconds after the omnidirectional pulse, it 
would know that it was on heading 002, somewhere north of the VOR.)
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The “Constant Pulse” is depict-
ed here with the wavy lines, 
and the rotating signal with 
the bold black arrow.

Next, a little theory. 

Planes, of course, often use VORs in navigation by 
traveling from one station to another. But the above 
explanation only shows how a plane can identify the 
compass degree through which they are linked. One more 
component, the “indicator needle,” is necessary for radio 
maneuvering to work. 

Before taking off, pilots go ahead and chart a specific 
heading they would like to take to each VOR, be it 58 de-
grees or 112. They then “signal their intentions” to the VOR 
dial in their plane (assuming a basic aircraft) by turning a 
knob and aligning the heading dial with the degree route 
they wish to fly.  

As the plane travels, the VOR system constantly cross-
checks this intended heading with the plane’s actual rela-
tive heading with the VOR (as determined by the process 
above.) If there is a discrepancy, an indicator needle would 
swing out to one side or another, indicating which way the 
plane would have to turn to get back on its correct degree 
course. By using the indicator needle to keep themselves 
aligned, pilots can fly from runway to VOR to runway all by 
the power of radio waves. 

That, to put it far too simply, is VOR navigation. 

1. Suppose that 
a pilot plans to fly on 
heading 200 to the 
VOR station. She indi-
cates this on the dial. 
On the way, though...
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2. A southerly wind blows her off course 
and puts her in line with heading 180 instead. 
The VOR receiver realizes the discrepancy be-
tween her indicated and actual heading, and...

VOR

3. Instructs her–
by means of the indi-
cator needle–to turn 
back onto her desired 
course. 

Using VORs to navigate: a primer

Two different signals

Note that the VOR can’t tell exactly where you are or what 
direction you’re going, but what degree (0-360) the station is 
relative to you. That degree line is then matched with the route 
you planned to follow into the tower; if the two are different, 
the needle will point you back onto your intended course.
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